Economia della Crescita e del Capitale Umano, II modulo, 30 ore, 4.5CFU, 5 settimane

Jean Monnet Chair: Pasquale Tridico

I week

Welfare measurement, HDI, GDP, BSE,
Globalisation and Welfare

II week

Comparative Economics – theory and empirics: international comparative economics, economic systems, welfares, socio economic models, varieties of capitalism, fordism and postfordism

III week

European Policies – Employment strategies, Lisbon strategies, jobs and growth, 2020 (data, empirics)

European Labour Market and European Welfare Systems, Washington Consensus, Institution and Development

IV week

The global Financial Crisis – A Keynesian approach

The impact of the crisis on Europe

The Italian disease – empirics, from decline to crisis, productivity and growth

Materiale didattico [articoli di seguito, e dispense (dalla num. 10 del materiale Jean Monnet)]: